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U.S. Neo-Folk Style:
a rural building From 
the 1800s, halF Stall, 

halF hayloFt, becomeS
aN elegaNt cottage

for vacations, recycling 
local materials

aNd techniques
with a typically 

eUropeaN toUch
oF claSS

project  
Bonetti/KozersKi studiotime, rediscovered When Shawn Levy, a director 

of many successful films, including the “Night at the 
Museum” series with Ben Stiller, has purchased a 
typical restructured barn, a typology that has become 
the ideal vacation home for New Yorkers, realizing 
that he could transform it completely. Reinventing 
tradition is not just a fascinating idea, after all, but also 
an obligatory choice when – as in this case – the rural 
structure had already been heavily revised, about 
thirty years ago, in a renovation done without any 
particular ability or style. 

The former barn, builT aT The end of The 1800s
buT resTrucTured in The 1980s, sTands

in The greenery of a large age-old garden.
facing Page, View of The liVing room from

The masTer bedroom, wiTh floors in ebonized oak. 
To The righT of The door, noTe The old safe 

conVerTed for use as a cabineT.
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The redesigned facade wiTh The large french 
windows, exTending Towards The swimming Pool, 
underlines The conTinuiTy of The indoor
and ouTdoor sPaces wiTh a uniform flooring
in hammered isTria sTone.   
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As the architects report, “the internal spaces 
had been divided into a quantity of spaces 
bordered by plasterboard partitions, and almost 
nothing had remained visible of the original 
materials. A external deck with a swimming pool 
had been clumsily connected to the house, and was 
separated from the countryside by a tall hedge”. 
The challenge, then, was to backtrack, to 
rediscover the material and sensorial qualities of 
the old barn, while avoiding a stylistic 
reconstruction that would inevitably have seemed 
kitsch. The project follows the path of 
reproduction or, more exactly, reinvention of the 
material and sensory qualities of a very folk 
domestic interior, using and mixing materials and 
furnishings of different epochs and origins. A 
syncretic ability that seems to be a natural gift of 
this studio based in Lower Manhattan, composed 
of Enrico Bonetti, born in Bologna and trained in 
Venice, and the Londoner Dominic Kozerski. The 
result of the mixture is anything but a pastiche, as 
might have been expected; it is a work of 
architecture with a clear identity, in which the 
different components are assembled in a new, 
warm, welcoming order. The sturdiness of the 
original structure is enhanced, especially on the 
entrance level, partially below ground, and in the 
living area.

View of The liVing room. here The isTria sTone flooring forms a conTrasT wiTh The rugged 
original sTrucTure of The sPace, marked by squared Pillars of raw wood ThaT haVe been 

reVealed and, when necessary, rePaired wiTh wood recycled from oTher barns
in The ViciniTy. coffee Table and diVan in leaTher by RestoRation HaRdwaRe, chairs in wood

and leaTher from sergio rodriguez by esPasso ny, Padded bench by boneTTi kozerski coVered
in naTural fabric by Maddalena FoRcella, chiaPas. cusTom floor lamP.
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View from The liVing area Towards The bedroom 
and baTh zone. aT The cenTer, behind The chesT
of drawers by RestoRation HaRdwaRe,
The sTaircase block connecTing The leVels.
in The foreground, rug in wool and coTTon
by sacco caRpet, new york, chair in wood
and leaTher from sergio rodriguez by esPasso ny, 
Table in gold-PlaTed sTeel from auToban
by de la espada. 

The kiTchen feaTures furnishings in PainTed wood 
wiTh whiTe sTaTuary marble ToPs. sTools by tolix.

facing Page, The dining area seen from The oPen 
sPace of The liVing room. recycled oak Table
by boneTTi kozerski, chairs by tolix.

The natural materials bring out the sensory 
qualities and the psychological and physical 
comfort of a warm atmosphere. A facade 
redesigned with large French windows 
nonchalantly coexists, for example, with interiors 
dominated by the rugged original framework of 
raw wood pillars. On the ground floor, the stone 
walls bordering the long entrance space reflect 
local techniques, but also take on a monumental 
presence that makes them look like an installation 
of concrete art. Climbing the stairs to the upper 
level, the walls encounter Venetian stucco 
surfaces, without any problems. The solutions for 
the different parts of the house are quite 
pragmatic: for example, in the living area the 
original structure has been revealed, and the 
missing parts replaced with wooden members 
recovered from other barns in the area. In other 
cases materials extraneous to the local reality have 
been selected, to increase the constructive and 
functional quality and to add a touch of European 
class. This is the case of the flooring in hammered 
Istria stone of the first floor, which extends to cover 
the deck of the swimming pool as well. The same 
mixture of tradition and modernity is seen in the 
furnishings. The designers explain: “the desire of 
the clients to lean towards a casual, comfortable 
look has led to a mixture of pieces of our own 
design, along with classics and found objects”. 
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